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exhibition guide

CELEBRATING THE
125TH ANNIVERSARY OF
WALSALL’S PERMANENT COLLECTION

To celebrate the establishment of a public art collection for Walsall
in 1892, we asked the public to select which works they would like
to see on display for the annual re-hang of our collections galleries.
The majority of voting was via our refreshed online collections
database on our website, with additional votes collected on voting
cards in the Gallery.
Leaving the choice up to the public was an exciting, yet daunting,
prospect, with no idea what to expect! It was also a challenging
experience, and significant responsibility, to ensure that the works on
display are the best representation of the democratic voice possible,
given the presentation of our collections in thematic groupings.
However I am pleased to say that, as I had hoped, the exhibition is
eclectic and covers a range of periods in the history of the Collection,
which I hope offers ‘something for everyone’. To those who voted,
thank you for your contribution to the project. I hope you enjoyed
exploring and getting to know our Permanent Collection.
In our Floor 2 exhibition gallery you will find the Winners Room –
showcasing the most popular artworks from each of our collections
themes. Within our themed rooms you will then discover the three
subsequent most popular works, presented as a trail through the
galleries, as illustrated in this guide. A broad selection of popular
works from all themes is presented as a Victorian style hang,
befitting the origins of the Collection, dominating the wall of
the Main Hall. In addition some works tracing the history of the
Collection can be found in the right alcove of the Main Hall.
I hope you enjoy this foray into our Permanent Collection and continue
to explore more online: thenewartgallerywalsall.org.uk/collections
Julie Brown
Collections Curator

WINNER

LANDSCAPE AND TOWNSCAPE
Phil Brooks
64Â° North, Blue Lagoon,
Power Station, Iceland,
2008
Photograph

Andrew Gifford
Walsall, Looking Towards St
Matthews Church
2000
Oil on board

Cynthia Hough
Wolverhampton St, Walsall, 2001
Pen, ink and watercolour on paper
Hough is a West Midlands based artist and member of the Walsall
Society of Artists. This work was purchased directly from the
Annual WSA exhibition held at the Gallery. It is one of two works by the
artist in our Collection, both showing the redevelopment around the Town
Wharf in Walsall and changes to the urban environment around the time
of the opening of The New Art Gallery. The landscape of Wolverhampton
Street has now been substantially transformed, and is home to a recently
established retail park, hotel, cinema and restaurant complex.

Edward M Elliott
St Ives, Early Morning
Oil on canvas

WINNER

ANIMALS AND BIRDS
Charles Jones
Sheep
1875
Oil on canvas

Giacomo Brunelli
Untitled (The Blind Dog)
Photographic print

Andrew Tift
Les and Ernie, 1993, Oil on board
Tift is a Walsall artist who has achieved national and international recognition
for his highly detailed and naturalistic paintings. Pigeon fancying; the breeding,
competitive showing and racing of domestic pigeons, is an important part
of the culture of the Black Country. Tift was commissioned to paint local
pigeon fanciers and chose Les Allman and Ernie Dodd after meeting them in
a working men’s club. In his notes on the work, the artist relates that Ernie
was a Country and Western singer, so is seated as if on an entertainer’s stool
on stage; the pigeons swarm around, his attentive audience. Meanwhile Les
stands active in the foreground. A former boxer; his arms are raised in front
of him, as his hands release a bird into the air, as if he is a musical conductor.

G. Cole
Horses
(Timber Wagon)
1880
Oil on canvas

WINNER

FIGURE STUDIES
J Emile Saintin
Woman in Black or
The Tomb Without Flowers
1873
Oil on canvas

Darryl Georgiou
The ‘Fabulous’ Freddie Haycock
1996
Digital photograph

John Collier
Egg-Dance, 1903, Oil on canvas
Painted in 1903, this work was exhibited widely before coming to Walsall,
including an exhibition in Buenos Aires in 1910, a label on the reverse of
the painting indicated. The figures participate in an egg dance, a traditional
Easter game where eggs are laid on the ground and danced around. The
egg was a symbol of rebirth in Pagan celebrations of Spring and adopted
by Christians as a symbol of the rebirth of man. Performers would dance
blindfolded, as popular tunes such as The Hornpipe were played, and with
complex footwork pass backwards and forwards between the eggs at great
speed. This painting was an early gift to the Collection by Mrs J.E. Guest.

Isabel Rawsthorne
Movement from the
Ballet La Bayadere I
1967
Oil and charcoal
on canvas

WINNER

TREES
N. Wall
Trees
1937
Lithograph on paper

W.J. Wadham
Native Village, Fiji, Levuka Creek
Watercolour on paper

John Fullwood
Lake, Trees and Church, Etching on paper
Fullwood was a successful landscape painter, etcher and illustrator, originally
from the West Midlands. He studied in Birmingham and Paris and later lived
in Sussex. Between 1874-1900 he was a distinguished member of the RBSA.
This stunning etching is one of 43 works we hold in our Collection by the
artist. His oil painting, Charcoal Burners, also featured high in the People’s
Choice vote. It was gifted to the town to commemorate the coronation of King
Edward VII. The Walsall Advertiser reported its acquisition in 1902, praising
the work, saying few would imagine from such a title that so beautiful a painting
was indicated. The time is late autumn, and the scene conveys the solitude of
the deserted woods.... We do not think we praise unduly when we say that we
think this painting will ever remain one of the treasures of our Art Gallery.

John Fullwood
Charcoal Burners
c. late 19th century
Oil on canvas

WINNER

PORTRAITS
Reginald Barber
Portrait of a Lady (Our Lady)
Pastel on paper

Hew Locke
Jungle Queen II, 2003, Mixed media sculpture
Locke’s work explores ideas of power, culture, wealth and identity. The
Queen as a visual symbol of authority became of interest to the artist as
he had grown up in Guyana in the wake of British Colonial rule. This work
is part of his House of Windsor series which he used to explore notions of
the monarchy. These portraits were created using brightly-coloured, gaudy,
cheap plastic materials and the artist described the process as ‘painting with
objects’. In this work the artist questions the gap between the rich and
the poor, and subverts the usual depiction of the Queen’s head, we know
from our stamps and bank notes. It is also reminiscent of the outpouring of
grief following the emotive death of Princess Diana, which led to over the
top displays of flowers, cuddly toys and ephemera. This work was acquired
through the Contemporary Art Society Special Collection Scheme.

W.A. Breakspeare
Resting
c. late 19th century
Oil on canvas

Andrew Tift
Kitty (Triptych)
2006
Acrylic on board
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WINNER

CHILDREN
Paula Rego
Ring-a-Ring o’Roses
1989
Etching on paper

Charles Burton Barber
The New Keeper
1888
Oil on canvas

Erskine Nicol
Kiss an’ make-it-up, 1867, Oil on canvas
Nicol was an acclaimed Scottish figurative and genre painter. He studied
art in Edinburgh and trained as an Art Master before teaching in Dublin at
the height of the Irish famine, where he identified with the oppression of
the Irish people. A lot of his paintings portray the lives of working classes,
particularly Irish and Scots during the 19th century. The gentleman in this
painting has been identified as being James Blake, who became a friend
of the artist when Nicol took up residence in his home town of Clonave
in Ireland in 1862. Blake became Nicol’s frequent model and features in
many of his acclaimed works including An Irish Immigrant which is in the
collection of The National Gallery of Scotland. This work was bequeathed to
the Gallery in 1933 and is one of two paintings by the artist in our Collection.
A young girl, who looks like she has been up to mischief, is being urged to
‘kiss an’ make-it-up’ by her father, as her mother gets on with her sewing.

REPRESENTING THE PEOPLE’S SHOW
Ming De Nasty
Yvonne Kendrick Rabbit Collection
1990
Photograph
Patty Carroll
St Josephs R.C. School Nursery Class with
their Sweetie Wrapper Collection
1994
Photograph

WINNER

WORK AND LEISURE
Martin Parr
Black Country Stories
England, Walsall,
Pat Gorman Pies
2011
Photograph

Herbert W. Wright
Tapping
c.1950s
Oil on canvas

Dod Procter
The Quiet Hour, 1935, Oil on canvas
Procter studied at the painting school run by Stanhope Forbes in Newlyn,
Cornwall, where he had established an artists’ colony in the 1880s.
She married a fellow student, Ernest Procter, with whom she travelled
widely, including to France where she was influenced by the French
Impressionists and Post Impressionists, such as Renoir and Cezanne.
Procter is known for her paintings of singular female figures, her most
famous work being Morning a study of a local fisherman’s daughter which
is in Tate’s collection. There is also a still life, entitled Spring Flowers,
in our Collection. The Quiet Hour combines the female figure within a
still life setting. A young woman at leisure reads at the kitchen table.

Stuart Whipps
Pikou Launch Ceremony 0319
2005
Photograph

WINNER

FLOWERS AND STILL LIFE
E.M. Flint
Early Autumn
Oil on canvas

Unknown
Still Life (Mushrooms)
Oil on tin

Mary Fedden
Flowers in Tuscany, c. mid 20th century, Oil on canvas
Fedden is well known for her still life paintings, organised in flat picture
planes, with bright colours, which combine European influences such as
Matisse, alongside a traditional British sensibility. The simple style of her
work belies the careful construction of her paintings. In the 1950s Fedden
became the first female tutor at the Royal College of Art and David Hockney
was amongst her pupils. This painting was purchased for the Collection in
1960 from a Royal West of England Academy touring exhibition (for £36).
She was married to the artist Julian Trevelyan, whom she fell in love with on
a trip to Italy. The artist is quoted as saying: At school, painting was the only
thing I ever wanted to do...I’d never thought of doing anything else but painting.

Sir Cedric Morris
Irises and Tulips
1953
Oil on canvas

WINNER

RELIGION
Gordon Cheung
The Fall of the Rebel Angels
2007
Acrylic, gel, ink and spray
paint on canvas

attributed to Murillo
Presentation in the Temple
Oil on canvas

John Crabtree
Lichfield, c. 1920s, Etching on paper
John Crabtree was the founder of the Crabtree Electrical Company
(1919-1997) which was at one time Walsall’s largest employer. Art
was Crabtree’s hobby and he produced many fine drawings mainly
of rural and industrial scenes. His drawings would feature on the
Crabtree family Christmas card. Originally part of the Local History
collection, this print transferred to the Gallery’s ownership in 1989
and is one of 15 works in the Collection by the artist. Crabtree always
maintained a strong interest in design and architecture, as can be
seen in this skilfully produced etching of Lichfield Cathedral, evoking
the shafts of light coming through the stained glass windows.

James Cafe
St Paul’s Cathedral, Interior
c. late 19th century
Watercolour on paper

WINNER

ILLUSTRATION AND SYMBOLISM
Elisabeth Frink
Hector Dragged Around Troy
Etching on paper

J.B. Partridge
Stage Villian
Pen drawing

Frank Holl
Ordered to the Front, 1880, Oil on canvas
This painting originated from an illustration in The Graphic entitled ‘Summoned
for Active Service’. It illustrated the everyday impact of war on troops and
their families. A detachment of Highland soldiers say goodbye to their
loved ones, with brave stoicism, while mothers, wives, sweethearts and
children are in various states of anxiety. The Graphic illustration revealed
the battalion to be the 72nd Seaforth Highlanders off to fight in the Second
Anglo-Afghan War, which was fought between the United Kingdom and
Afghanistan from 1878-1880. Holl then developed the illustration into a
painting. There is also a companion painting Home from the Front, 1881
which belongs to the National Gallery of Victoria, Australia. Holl’s paintings
were known for their characteristic depictions of the tragedy of loss and
parting and Van Gogh was said to be a great admirer of his work. This
painting normally resides in the Mayor’s Parlour in Walsall Town Hall.

A selection of five works
are on display

Michele Harris
Umbilical
2016
Pencil drawing

THE HISTORY OF THE
PERMANENT COLLECTION
Walsall’s art collection was established in 1892, by the
encouragement of donations from some of the town’s most
wealthy citizens. The original art gallery was in the Free
Library on Goodall Street, before it was integrated into the
new library building on Lichfield Street in 1906 (where it was
located until the opening of The New Art Gallery in 2000.)
In his opening speech on 16 May 1892, Alderman Brownhill,
Mayor of Walsall said he believed that developments in
society and governance meant that the Council was not only
responsible for taking care of citizens physical and material
health and welfare, but also their education and happiness.
Though Walsall could not hope to emulate the old historic glories
of Italy in superb masterpieces, they hoped to surpass them in a
combined effort for making happier the most humble member
of the community. Council efforts thus far had helped to make
their citizens live longer, however that might not be such a
great advantage, but it was an advantage to make life happier.
This ‘art for all’ ethos still holds true at The New Art Gallery,
where we recognise the importance of culture in enriching
people’s lives and in improving health and wellbeing.
It was noted that the Gallery would encourage students at the
Science and Art Institute, enabling them to be able to draw
horses and other animals in combination with the saddlery
goods which Walsall manufactured.It was remarked that often

the gearing on
horses in famous
paintings was
terrible and ought
to have been done
by Walsall’s young
men and women! If
they could combine
the two skills then
Arthur Hopkins, Blackberrying by the Sea, 1891,
this would attract
Watercolour on paper, Donated by Mr T Throxall
visitors from all
parts of the country. The councillors also had ambition for
the Gallery to have exhibitions which would be a credit to
the town and the Midlands as a whole, and that the Council
would add to the works donated to grow the Collection.
They believed that having a significant art collection in the
town would encourage both citizens to remain in Walsall and
others to move to the town by ensuring it was a comfortable
place in which to live. It was commented that of all the
things the Corporation had done there would only be one
opinion about the art gallery – that it was the right thing to
have done. Today we are fulfilling all these ambitions and have
a close relationship with Walsall College, whose students
have gone on to study at some of the best art colleges in
the country, and our collections and exhibitions attract
people from all over the country, as well as from abroad.
Early works donated to form the Collection were full of
Victorian ethics and moral values. Beautiful but sentimental
portrayals of women, children and animals were prevalent.

Works presented a somewhat
aspirational and romantic way of life,
rather than realistic portrayals of the
hardships of life in Victorian Britain. A
key component of an early collecting
policy was works which depicted the
landscape of Walsall and works by
Walsall artists. The Council’s purchase
of the sculpture An Unemployed
Man in 1951 was a pivotal moment
as it represented modern life and
struggles in one of the most heavily
industrialised areas of the country.
Our collecting now represents a local,
national and international context,
and celebrates the multi-culturalism
and diversity of the Borough.
Schemes such as the Contemporary
Gordon Herickx, An Unemployed
Man, 1936, Stone sculpture
Art Society Special
Collection Scheme
(1998-2005) and Art
Fund International
(2007-2012) allowed the
opportunity to collect
contemporary art on
themes relevant to
the Collection, namely
sculpture and the
Mohamed Bourouissa, La Rencontre, 2005, Photograph
urban environment.
Presented by The Art Fund under Art Fund International for joint ownership
by The New Art Gallery Walsall and Birmingham Museums Trust, 2010

In 2014 we also welcomed
the largest single donation to
the Permanent Collection of
predominantly Modern British
Art from Birmingham-based
collector Clive Beardsmore.
This has filled gaps in our
Permanent Collection of
major British artists, as well
as contemporary artists
from within the West
Midlands region. Today we
also continue to collect
William Gear, Key Form, 1983, Oil on canvas
works which expand our
The Clive Beardsmore Gift, 2014
collections themes by artists
who have exhibited or held residencies at the Gallery.
On the opening of The New Art Gallery in 2000 our
Permanent Collection numbered 989 works. It now
comprises over 3000, more than doubling in size
in the last 17 years. We are proud to retain a strong
commitment to contemporary collecting to ensure that
future generations of Walsall have access to the broadest
representation of the history of art in both regional,
national and international scale and to encourage
both locals and visitors from further afield alike to
take enjoyment from the collections on display.

Explore more online: thenewartgallerywalsall.org.uk/collections

SEE MORE FROM THE COLLECTION
IN THE FAMILY GALLERY

Seven Kinds of Magic
Seven Kinds of Magic
18 February – 16 July
Many scenes of Walsall have been collected since the establishment
of Walsall’s public art collection in 1892. In this exhibition, to help
celebrate the Permanent Collection’s 125th birthday, a range of
these are on display, dating from a lithograph depicting Walsall
High Street in 1845 to contemporary photography. This is a
Dementia Friendly exhibition, to stimulate conversation, provoke
reminiscence and encourage intergenerational participation.

22 July – 10 December
Seven Kinds of Magic was the inaugural exhibition in the Quentin
Blake Gallery at House of Illustration in London in 2016. House of
Illustration is the UK’s only public gallery dedicated to the exhibition
and promotion of illustration, which was founded by Blake in 2014.
This exhibition comprises original illustrations by Quentin Blake
for 7 books in which magic appears in different forms, including
The Witches by Roald Dahl. Shown alongside are works from The
New Art Gallery’s collection which relate to the theme of magic.

© Quentin Blake, Image from Angel Pavement by Quentin Blake (Jonathan Cape 2004)

The New Art Gallery Walsall
Gallery Square Walsall WS2 8LG

01922 654400
thenewartgallerywalsall.org.uk

